
Invitation Card Indian
Instructions No. 2821
 Difficulty: Beginner
 Working time: 1 hour

The next children's birthday party is to be an Indian party and you are looking for the right invitation card? Then this is definitely the right
one. Indian games or Indian birthdays have been a big hit with children for years and so we have come up with a very special card idea with
3D Indian tents decorated with colourful patterns. With the edding 1200 fibre-tip pens, you have the right products at hand to decorate the
Indian tipis together with the birthday child. There are a total of 24 brilliant colours to choose from, plus six soft pastel shades. The fine tip
of the fibre pen is also ideal for writing the invitation text. With this great invitation, the Indian party is guaranteed to succeed and the
children will be thrilled.

1. Use the edding 1200 fibre-tip pens. Choose the colours that suit you. Here
you can see all the materials at a glance. Cut the coloured sheets of paper in
half crosswise so that you get DIN A5 formats.

2. First print out the folding template for the Indian tents several times and
cut out all the pieces. You only need the tepee once as a template, but you
need the narrow white strips for each card.



3. Lay the template for the tepee on the desired paper and trace the borders
with the pencil and cut them out. Also transfer the two fold lines to the
paper, then the folding will be easy later.

4. Then glue the curved white strips onto the tipi. The wide one on the
bottom and the narrow one on the top of the tipi.

5. Now turn the tepee over so that the white strips are at the bottom and fold
the paper forward at the two marked points. You should now be able to close
the tepee. Then use the edding 1200 fibre-tip pens to design the tent with
patterns as you like. In our example, we have only decorated the white strips,
but you can of course decorate more.

6. Finally, stick the tepee in the middle of the card and add a feather to the
top. The edding 1200 fibre-tip pens with their fine tip are also ideal for
writing the invitation text.



Article number Article name Qty
861229 Photo cardboard block "Pastel" 1
10488 Fiskars child scissors, pointedBlue 1
118538 UHU Stic glue stick, 40 g 1
610780 Fluffy feather mix 1

Article information:

https://www.vbs-hobby.nl/en/newsletter/
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